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Editorial PS

Thank you first of all to the contributors of this issue.

Concertinas or groups of concertina players can now be found fairly easy
in: Europe, USA and Japan, South America (Bolivia and Venezuela)
and South Africa.
And we are getting better and more information thanks to the internet
and some people who do research and write about it. Recently I have
contacted a Bolivian player and hope to have a full interview in one of the
following issues.
So if we are not getting members from these countries, at least we are
getting to know them. As we should do, being an international
association.
Do you know of anyone in other different places that w have never heard
of? Please let us know or write about it.

At the moment we are still working on the celebration of our ICA
Anniversary 2012. Maybe we can tell you more at next AGM. Look at next
page for that and please come if you can. We want to be a lively
organisation and need our members to help with that.

Personally I have been and will go on involving some younger people in
the ICA. Is there anyone out there who knows some young player to
write about his or her activities or wants to say something in an any way?

Once again I hope you will enjoy reading this issue and I look forward to
all contributions.

Pauline<>

Please contribute as much as you can;

Deadline next CW is 30 October 2011.

Remember the AGM, 29 October 2011.

For the jubilee in 2012, see Concertina World 447.
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ICA AGM 2011 plus workshop and concert by Jody Kruskal

Saturday 29th October 2011 Valmai Goodyear

Elephant & Castle,
White Hill, Lewes, East Sussex UK BN7 2DJ.
http://elephantandcastlelewes.com/

2.00 p.m. - 4.00 p.m.

This year's AGM is
being held at the home
of the Lewes Saturday
Folk Club
(http://www.lewessatu
rdayfolkclub.org/) in
the beautiful town of
Lewes in Sussex. Set
in the rolling South
Downs eight miles
inland from Brighton,
it has a Norman castle,
a Georgian brewery, a
Napoleonic prison, a
Jacobean grange, a
house once belonging
to Anne of Cleves and
a wealth of antique
shops and bookshops.

ACCOMMODATION
Lewes Bed & Breakfast: http://www.lewesbandb.co.uk/lewes-town/
Lewes Tourist Information Centre:
http://www.lewes.gov.uk/business/1497.asp
Lewes car parks:
http://www.carparks4u.com/index.php?action=results&search_term=bn7
+2dj&Go.x=65&Go.y=10&Go=Go&advanced=

In the morning there will be an all-systems concertina workshop with the
American virtuoso Jody Kruskal, with a discount for ICA members.
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In the evening Jody is the guest performer at the Lewes Saturday Folk
Club. Everyone is welcome (£6 entrance) and there will be opportunities
for anyone who wishes to perform a couple of tunes or songs.

FRIDAY EVENING: TUNES SESSION with SPARE PARTS CONCERTINAS

On the evening of Friday 28th October from 8.00 p.m. onwards, there will
be a chance to meet other ICA members and play some music in the
Elephant & Castle's fine club-room. The Spare Parts Concertina Band will
bring some three-part arrangements of British dance tunes for people to
try, and will lead a general tunes session. The pub doesn't serve food on
a Friday night, but people will be welcome to bring take-away meals in on
this occasion.

JODY KRUSKAL: ALL-SYSTEMS CONCERTINA WORKSHOP:
CONTRA DANCE & BEYOND
Saturday 29th October 2011
10.00 a.m.- 12.30 p.m.
Elephant & Castle White Hill Lewes BN7 2DJ
Places £15 (£10 for International Concertina Association members)

Jody Kruskal (http://jodykruskal.com) is an Anglo concertina virtuoso
from the USA with a joyful, energetic and distinctive style; he's a master
of American contra dance, old-time and music-hall. He's a fine singer. He
writes stonkingly good tunes, too. In this workshop he will help players of
any system to get that special drive and stomp. Music will be available in
advance as dots and as sound files.

IN THE EVENING JODY KRUSKAL PERFORMS AT THE ELEPHANT & CASTLE
(£6)

Floor singers and players are
welcome.

BOOKING FORM on page 35
(can also be printed from the
Lewes Saturday Folk Club
website
http://www.lewessaturdayfol
kclub.org/)
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ICA AGM:

Items that shall at least be included in the agenda for the AGM
29 October 2012

- Call the meeting to order
- Apologies for absence
- Acceptance of the minutes of previous AGM
- Matters arising from previous minutes
- Officers reports
- Election of officers
- Election of auditor
- Rates of annual subscriptions
- Members agenda items
- Any other business
- Adjourn the meeting

From the secretary:
Members can request items to be put on the agenda (5.2 Constitution) in
writing. If you do not possess a constitution this is available in pdf.
In which you can also find all other rules about voting etc.

Nominations are invited for the post of Auditor to the ICA, for five officer
positions and for up to seven other members of the committee.
Voting will take place at the AGM on October 29th. The five officer posi-
tions are Secretary, Treasurer, Publications Officer, Libarian and Commu-
nications Officer. (The Chaiman is elected within the Committee after the
AGM.)

There is no very formal procedure for nominations. Either email the Sec-
retary at secretary@concertina.org or write to him at
17 Dryburn Road, Durham, DH1 5AJ, UK
saying whom you wish to nominate for which position, indicating their
willingness to stand and giving the name of a seconder.

Expect a reply. If you do not get one, contact the Chairman to ask what
has gone wrong.<>

As far as I (PS) know now at least the following committee members of-
fer to stand again: Pauline de Snoo, Jeremy Hague, Martin Henshaw, Su-
zanne Higgins, Jon McNamara, Paul McCann and Michel van der Meiren.
Everyone is of course free to come forward to help us with the job.
We hope that many of you will come and participate in some way to your
organization. PS <>
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Alistair Anderson - Weekend Course
Music of Northumberland and Beyond
Saturday 17th - Sunday 18th September 2011 at Gleanings Rural
Study Centre
(South Shropshire)
Roger Gawley

Open to all melody instruments. An in depth opportunity to get to grips
with the rich heritage of melodies and styles from Northumberland and
the Scottish Borders (which of course have a wider cross over with
repertoire from elsewhere in England than many a northerner may care
to admit!)

We will look at over 300 years of tradition; from the early manuscript
books of Henry Atkinson (1694) and William Vickers (1776), through the
19th Century Hornpipe Craze (led by James Hill), the tunes of the
coalfields (from the Clough family to Gordon Cutty) and shepherd
musicians (Billy Pigg, Joe Hutton, Will Atkinson and Willie Taylor), to the
recent compositions of Kathryn Tickell, Matt Seatle and others, including,
of course, Alistair himself.

As well as tunes, you will learn how to make the music come to life, how
it fits the dances and energizes dancers. You will have access to some
older recordings and video and we may discuss the role that music and
dance played in social life over the centuries and how it can continue to
do so today.

Gleanings, the Rural Study Centre and Venue is situated on a 14 acre
smallholding, set in the glorious South Shropshire Hills.
Info from http://www.gleanings.co.uk
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Crane Concertina World
John Beckett

Concertina World is always an interesting read and keeps me sort-of up
to date. My use of the concertina always seems completely different to all
other players I read about.

I bought my first concertina in Belfast's Smithfield Market, shortly before
the IRA blew it up. I had never heard of the instrument before and, up to
then played a B/C accordion and a Clarke's tin whistle in local folk clubs
from the early 1960's. Belfast pubs were, variously Republican,
Nationalist, Unionist etc and knowing which was which was an important
factor in deciding what songs to perform. Being called an Orange/Fenian
bastard, for playing the 'wrong' ballad, was part of the fun!

The Concertina I bought was bafffling as I couldn't even get a scale out of
it. I wrote all the notes on a sheet and worked out a C scale. The
concertina had a "Triumph" label, which I discovered was a trade mark
used by the Salvation Army. In the late 1960's I got a new copy of a
tutor from the Salvation Army in London. I still have it. Around this time
I found out about, and joined, the ICA. That's when I discovered my
instrument was a Crane Duet and not so well known as others ie Anglo
and English. Later, I visited the late Tommy Williams at his Battersea,
London home and, watching him play, learned a lot about the instrument,
particularly its ability to play melody and chords. I recall producing pages
of charts of chords along with an abc notation to establish rhythm. I see
that there is an official ABC notation around now!

We moved to Southampton area in mid 1970's and met a few other
players, all English system users. I went to a few ICA weekends but
there were no other Crane system players at any of them. Indeed my
experience of these weekends was that the organisers had no interest in
non-English/Anglo system instruments. I clearly recall, when inquiring
which classes I should attend, being told in that well known combination
of a four and three letter word where to go. I never ever went to any
further ICA function. The only other Crane player I've ever met is Tim
Laycock, on his visits to local clubs. I attended local Folk clubs in the
Southampton area for a few years but gradually lost interest, and
practised at home.

After retiring, I volunteered at a local Hospital and started playing again,
assisting the Chaplin and entertaining. This time it was popular music
from the last 70 years that was required. We gradually built up
programmes of music, and when the Hospital closed took to the road! We
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now entertain regularly at Retirement Homes, Pensioners Clubs, Day
Centres etc. As the Crane is not a particularly good rhythm instrument (in
my case anyway) I devised a system of two note chords which seems to
work. Three note chords sound clunky and in the music I now play,
rhythm and intervals are most important as our listeners like to join in.
Accordingly, I've had to learn rudiments of sight reading music, top line
only so far, and bought sheet music from charity shops to help.

I would like to meet another Crane player and discuss the playing of the
instrument and techniques. I am self taught and would still like to
improve my performance.

John Beckett <>
You can contact John through the editor . Our treasurer plays the Crane
duet too PS <>

The Irish Traditional Music Archive are delighted to announce the reissue
of THE WESTMEATH HUNT: WILLIAM MULLALY

The first Irish concertina player on record.

Please see attached press release for detailed information.

http://www.itma.ie/images/uploads/mullalyPR%281%29.pdf

You can purchase a copy of this publication from our website

http://www.itma.ie/itmashop/product/mullaly/

Maeve Gebruers

Printed Materials Officer

Irish Traditional Music Archive

73 Merrion Square

Dublin 2

Ireland

t: +35316619699

f: +35316624585

e: maeve.gebruers@itma.ie <>
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Crabb Concertinas
Martin Henshaw
With permission from Geoff Crabb Martin Henshaw sent the following
two adverts for publication but "The prices given in the advert are from
1977 and not in any way current".
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Interview Paul Walker PS

When did you start to play the concertina and why (and why both English
and Anglo concertina)?

I first started to play English concertina in about 1985 - having taken up
the melodeon a few years earlier. I had great difficulty finding any
concertina to buy and initially wasn't sure which system to go for.

I was already wanting to play tunes outside the compass of the D/G
melodeon and so the English system appealed, with it being fully
chromatic in a "sensible" way. I was already meeting old players from the
NW Concertina Bands of the 1920s/30s, and was influenced by their
choice of English systems.

In retrospect I might have been better to try out a Duet, as I like to play
an accompaniment to the melody and find this difficult on an English
system.

It's fair to say I'm obsessed by the concertina, and soon had an Anglo
which I attempted to play like a melodeon.

Which one do you play most? The Anglo or the English concertina? And
which one do you prefer for which music or in which situation?

I find I play the English concertina most - partly because I find it difficult
to produce the subtlety on the Anglo that I can on the English. So to me
there is a wider range of material suitable for the English - it can handle
waltzes and airs needing a legato treatment, as well as giving the "snap"
and more staccato feel•needed for e.g. jigs and hornpipes. Also it's much
easier to play chromatic runs on the English and play in a wider range of
keys.

Also, because I tend to play the Anglo in a push/pull fashion, attempting
melody on the RHS and accompaniment on the LHS - I find the range of
tunes I can make work is limited.

However those Anglo sets I've worked on with melody on the RHS and
accompaniment on the LHS sound more interesting/effective especially
solo in a session or a concert situtation.

I probably mostly play with others as I don't practise enough! Also I like
to play in bands and sessions.
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You also play/teach guitar I believe. Do you think there is much
difference between teaching guitar and concertina? Obviously the
technique is different. But are there things in common or not and which?

Wow this is a massive question - you could write a book on this (maybe I
will!). First the differences.

The differences between teaching guitar and concertina arise mainly from
the nature of the instruments themselves. The guitar is essentially a
tuned percussion instrument, while the concertina is generally used to
play melodies with its reeds. Another obvious difference is that for the
English concertina, the scale is produced, by and large, on alternate sides
of the instrument, whereas of course for the Anglo concertina the scale is
produced by different notes on the push and pull . For the guitar, the
notes can be produced, both across the fretboard on different strings, or
by moving up the fretboard on the same string (and in fact the same
note can be produced in two or three different places).

As regards teaching the scale, students on the concertina either over-
come the problems mentioned above in their first weeks with the instru-
ment, or move on to another instrument - unable to cope with the
concertina’ s peculiar system. On the guitar, for a long time, I would
teach students to move, just across the strings to produce the notes of
the scale, for simplicity's sake. Only after several months, would I intro-
duce the parallel idea that the scale can be produced by moving up the
fretboard of the guitar.

Related to the percussive aspect of the guitar, difficulties arise in teach-
ing students to strum the guitar. Because strumming involves a relaxed
rhythmic movement of the forearm, synchronised with a swivelling of the
wrist, I find it’s a difficult, complex action to communicate to students.

At least 50% of my students are only interested in learning chords on the
guitar, whilst most concertina students want to learn to play tunes. This
obviously affects the course of study, and the pace of learning. Whilst
it's not unusual for a talented student to be able to knock out a tune on
the concertina after a couple of lessons, the difficulties involved in learn-
ing chords for the guitar, using correct fingering, remembering and slickly
moving between three or four chord shapes, usually make progress slow.

Also it makes sense particularly on the English concertina to teach the
student to play tunes by reading music on a stave. It’s far less common
to do this when teaching the guitar: many students prefer to use the TAB
tablature system, or chord abbreviations/digrams.
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Contrast how easy it is to obtain a pleasing sound by pressing a button
on the concertina, with the physical difficulties students new to the guitar
will find pressing the strings down (especially on a steel string guitar). It
can be a month or more before a student's fingertips become hard
enough to fret the string properly and get a clean sound. Many become
dispirited; I find as a teacher, I need to work hard to motivate them and
keep up their spirits during this period (and indeed provide holding activi-
ties).

However, using alternate sides of the concertina means playing blind,
essentially by feel and memory, since the student is unable to see both
sides of the instrument at once. Even with the guitar pulled into the body
so as to be vertical, it's still possible to watch what your fingers are play-
ing on the fretboard. Thus teaching the mental representation of the key-
board needed for playing the concertina keyboard is completely different
to teaching the layout of notes on a guitar.

Now for the similarities.

Both the guitar and the concertina (with a few exceptions) are fully chro-
matic - this means there is no limit to the kind of tunes you can teach
students. Both instruments allow the student to play expressively; both
instruments have had classical pieces composed for them; it is possible
to vary the individual note played in on both instruments, considerably
(using elements, such as dynamics, timbre, the ADSR shape). So again
when teaching, there are no limitations to the ability of the instrument to
give full rein to a students’ musical potential.

Both instruments may be used to accompany singing, both are portable
and are often used in social situations: I find the use to which the instru-
ment will be put affects the structure of a course of study. Both instru-
ments read in the treble clef (although it's worth remembering the guitar
is a transposing instrument, so music for the guitar is written an octave higher than it
actually sounds. I may mention this fact to students but don't stress it - I think students
find it easier to read the treble than the bass clef.

Both instruments are sophisticated tools, and so lend themselves to
aiding students with a wide range of ability to achieve their potential. On
both instruments, I’m able to plan individualised courses of study.

1. Do you think that playing "blind" on the concertina maybe is better for
musicality? (I have read some books of famous piano teachers who
wanted to teach their pupils to play without looking at the keyboard.
They would put a towel over their hands to prevent them from looking.
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There are many good blind musicians.) Maybe one could learn to play
better without looking at the guitar?

2. What would you like to do in the near future on the concertina?

Playing "blind" on the concertina is good in that it permits you to read
“the dots”. Perhaps because some many guitarists whose priority is
contemporary music play strictly by ear, it’s not a problem. In theory
“playing blind” on the guitar does lend the advantage of being able to
read a score - useful in the realms of Classical and Spanish guitar.
However I find much of written music in the Rock sphere is really
complicated to read (possibly to do with the fast speed, syncopation and
broken, asymmetrical rhythms?). So perhaps the playing "blind" issue
depends on the genre of music mainly played by a student.

One other factor relevant to this issue perhaps arises from the way the
musician’s fingers directly touch the string to produce sound on a guitar -
there is no intervening key or button. Personally speaking it’s always the
fretting, not the strumming hand I’m watching; and this performs subtle
operations such as vibrato, bending the notes and sliding between frets.
I’m sure I could perform these operations "blind", but they might not be
as subtle.

It’s a testimony to the design and build of the concertina as an
instrument, that it can rival the operations of a guitar by producing
subtleties such as vibrato, bending the notes etc. by physical/mechanical
methods. More evidence against the old fallacy that the accordion/
concertina family are mere machines and not instruments.

It’s also a testimony to the technical ability of concertina players
(especially of the English and Duet systems) that we take it for granted
they can play "blind". It’s not an easy thing to do, I reckon, especially
given the small size of the keyboard.

My immediate target on the English concertina is to play Irish reels at the
speed of Joe Cooley. Which, clocking a live recording, I make to be about
240 crotchets per minute. Now that is moving! Plus of course he keeps a
marvellous bounce to his playing.

My immediate target on the Anglo concertina is to “cross row” much
more. This should increase the fluidity and speed of my playing, (whilst
retaining the inherent rhythm of the push - pull method).
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Long term on the English concertina, I need to find those “blue notes” on
my concertina and move into the genres of jazz, ragtime and blues.
Learning to play in the keys of E and B major would be useful.

What a wonderful instrument the concertina is - the only limitations on
the music you can produce are those of yourself as a musician.

Paul is offering concertina tuition on the internet on both the Anglo and
English systems.
Phone numbers and contact details i.e.:
landline 01457 836246•• mobile 07876 380 408

Published book: "Trip To Friezland" (this is a hamlet in Saddleworth)

Second book in preparation "Trip To Dobcross"- more English tunes with
a NW flavour, which Paul hopes to publish by Christmas 2011 <>

Paul Walker in action in Swaledale.
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SqueezEast (A Concertina Band Bonanza)

Sunday 12th June 2011

Martin Henshaw

The stone built town of Stanford in the south west corner of Lincolnshire
was again the venue for the annual SqueezEast band session. It took
place in the Arts Centre which was in its time one of the earliest
provincial theatres in the country and is today still very active in running
workshops for all the art forms and putting on live theatre.

As I walked into the ballroom I could feel a buzz as old friends from
various parts of the country met up again and exchanged news and
gossip. The Kettle Bridge witches were there in force along with warlock
mascot John Wild.

Starting promptly at 10 o’clock, Dave Nind welcomed the 31 expectant
players and introduced Paul and Sally Barrett to the band. Paul chose and
conducted the music for the day and also wrote the arrangements for all

the parts. We started with the relatively easy march to the opera

Riccardo Primo, Re d’Inghilterra (Richard 1st King of England) by Handel
and progressed on to more demanding pieces.

After the tea break we had an unexpected audience of visitors on a guided
tour of the town so for their entertainment we repeated the march we had
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played earlier and received a satisfying round of applause for our efforts.
We then went on to go through the following pieces:

No III (from 12 German Dances) by Ludwig van Beethoven
Jesu, Joy of Man’s Desiring by Johann Sebastian Bach
A Place in Your Heart by Bruce Crackan
The Oak and the Ash – Traditional
Hornpipe from Abdelazar by Henry Purcell. (Hole in the Wall – a Playford
tune)
You Raise Me Up.

We played each tune through until we managed to get an acceptable
rendition. There were times when a sharp or flat was missed or played
when it should not have been. We had some parts finishing early or late.
We had some sections repeated or not repeated when they should have
been and also quite a few laughs whilst sorting out the problems. By the
time we had gone through the tunes three or four times they started to
come together.

There would have been a full recording of the event had someone
actually managed to press the record button on their solid state recorder
but unfortunately the error was not realised until well into the session.
Further training is recommended to avoid any future occurrence.

We took a break at midday for lunch when the Kettle Bridge contingent
disappeared off to the pub just across the road like it was about to close
whilst others remained at the Arts Centre and ate their packed lunches.

Towards the end of the afternoon session Kettle Bridge put on a fine
performance of Ringwood Tree by Claire Wren, ably conducted by their
up and coming conductor, Margaret Foord-Divers.
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Just before 5 o’clock after a long day at the baton Paul’s arms finally
gave out so we called it a day slightly early.

Many thanks go to Paul and Sally Barrett for all the music that they
together created and produced, to Dave and Elsie Nind for the time and
effort they put in arranging the event and to their daughter Jayne for
keeping us well supplied with coffee, tea and biscuits. Paul and Sally also
received a Kettle Bridge Clogs shirt each in recognition of all the help that
they have given the group.

If anyone wishes, Paul will be pleased to supply copies of the pieces we
played at £7 each. You can contact him via email at
pabarrett@talk21.com.

The next SqueezEast will be held at the same venue, same time on 10th

June 2012. <>

English Concertina on iPod in Work of Art; "The Spirit of Hope".

BEX & ARTS TERRITOIRES 12.06.2011 – 25.09.2011

www.bexarts.ch/2011

Christina Hemauer and Roman Keller are two of the
artists in the exhibition organised by BEX & ARTS
2011. This exhibition takes place in the Parc Szilassy
in Bex-les-Bains, Switzerland from 12.06.2011 to
25.09.2011.

Christina Hemauer and Roman Keller have for this project researched the
background of the Hope family, founders of the estate. In doing so they
came across the Wheatstone Ledgers, where Lady Louisa Hope was
entered as the buyer of four concertinas in 1853/1855. Following this
discovery they did a lot of historical research and eventually connected
the concertina as a portable instrument to the iPod of today.

The end result of all this is that visitors to the exhibition can borrow a
headphone with an iPod at the entrance to the exhibition. This way one
can walk through the Parc, look at the works of the other artists and
listen to the history of Lady Louisa Hope and the English Concertina, but
also to music that possibly has been played in the house and park on the
estate. And enjoy the magnificent Swiss landscape.
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The music on the iPod was especially recorded for this exhibition on
location. Music composed by Giulio Regondi and Bernard Molique,
performed by Chris van de Kuilen, piano and Pauline de Snoo, English
Concertina.
For a brief taste of the kind of music and video look at:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iourbpEXYJk <>

During the recording.

The graves of Lady
Louisa Hope and family.

During the vernissage.
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THE BIOLOGY OF A BAND BARITONE
Les Branchett

I had been playing an English treble Concertina for many years before I
was enticed into the lower depths of Concertina playing. The lure of the
Lorelei came in the form of Jenny Cox and her Concertina Band
presentations at Witney and Hawkwood.

The big bass instruments were too much for my feeble frame, though the
sounds they produced were awesome - like a boat coming up the Clyde!
The pitch of the Baritone instruments grabbed my attention, and that
irrepressible acquisition bug soon infected me.

I would like to say that I set out to amass the required fortune and
purchase the best that money could buy. Alas, there was no way I could
acquire the requisite king’s ransom, and the best my money could buy
didn’t seem to exist. Jenny’s ready supply of loan instruments for her
band events had to suffice until one day I asked a supplier the somewhat
cheeky question. “Have you got any cheap baritones?” I probably
deserved an equally cheeky answer, but instead the response was “Only
this band baritone”.

It wasn’t cheap, but it was a Baritone - a Baritone with an interesting
story. A 1927 Wheatstone with 36 keys - 18 either side, plus air key. It
has Ebony ends and black, seven-fold bellows. Built specifically for
concertina band use, the range of two and a half octaves is from the
conventional low G on the right hand side, to the high C on the left hand
side, i.e. omitting the top 12 keys of a standard 48 key layout. All of
course pitched exactly an octave lower than its treble counterpart.

It is in Concert pitch, but this is an interesting story in itself. I am
reliably informed that it was originally made/purchased for the Dumfries
Salvation Army Concertina Band, some ten years after it was first formed
(see Chapter 9: Stuart Eydmann doctoral thesis). There is, of course, the
usual expectation that former Salvation Army instruments could still be in
high pitch (about half a semi-tone higher than Concert pitch), but when I
first peered inquisitively into the inner workings, none of the reeds
appeared to be in the right places. There was no helpful radial diagram
of reed positions on the inside plates, and where I expected to find the C
reeds, they were inscribed B flat, and so on throughout the instrument.

Most instruments in a brass band, and clarinets for that matter, are
transposition instruments; put simply, that means the player looks at the
note C in the printed copy, but actually the instrument produces a B flat
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sound, etc. Normally a Concertina player would have to play from
separate music written a full tone higher (and thus in a different key) to
play in unison with the brass. However, it appears that my Baritone
Concertina was originally tuned to B flat, enabling it to play from the
same music as most brass instruments, hence the confusion over the
reed positions inside.

After around 1970’s most brass band instruments in England still in high
pitch were lowered to Concert pitch (though still transposing) facilitating
playing in combination with orchestral or fixed pitched instruments. At
sometime along the line my Baritone must have undergone both the
change from a B flat instrument to a C instrument and from high pitch to
low pitch. Of course it could all have happened at one and the same
time, though the suspicion is that the change to low pitch came first. The
fact that the instrument fits snugly into a purpose built Crabb case,
suggests they expertly carried out these otherwise psychosis inducing
changes. (Crabb, of course, carried out many Salvation Army repairs and
tuning jobs, conveniently both organizations were in London, just off

opposite sides of Euston Road.)
Diagram One is a general view of the
instrument, while Diagram Two shows
the reed positions pencilled in by Colin
Dipper after his recent excellent
craftsmanship on the instrument.

Tuning apart, the instrument has
many interesting aspects to make it
an ideal band instrument. The 36
keys provide it with a two and a half
octave Baritone range, whilst resulting
in a handy weight loss, but also mean a greater space for larger reeds.
Another by-product of fewer keys is that the thumb straps can be placed
centrally rather than offset (wrist straps optional), giving a better balance
where this may be a consideration, especially in the tradition of a
marching concertina band. Marching? Yes, the Horniman Ledgers note
that the Concertina was made incorporating a “Music Holder”, an
ingenious use of a standard oblong “nut” - usually to be found buried in
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the woodwork at the end of the long end bolts - (see Diagrams Three and
Four) into which is screwed the head of a conventional brass instrument
lyre.

The Baritone weights 3lb 10oz, -
compared with 3lb 3oz for my Tenor
Treble, or 2lb 9oz for the standard 48
key, wooden ended treble. It retains a
hexagonal shape rather than the lozenge
format of many baritone instruments and
measures 8” across, compared with the
7½” Tenor/treble, and 6¼” for the
standard (Diagram Five). There is
therefore very little additional weight or
size difference between the Tenor/treble
and the Baritone.

If you have never had the opportunity or
inclination to play a Baritone or Bass
Concertina, I suggest you may find it an
interesting experience. At the various
teach-in sessions and concertina
workshops there is frequently the
opportunity to join a new group or have
a private tryout to see if the bug bites
you too. And then follows the
adventures of joining the concertina band
renaissance. <>
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Headington Quarry morris dancer and musician

William Kimber was born at Huggins Cottage, Old Road, Headington
Quarry, in 1872 to William Kimber, brickmaker and builder, and Sophia
Ann (née Kimber), a smock-maker from Horspath. He left school in 1882
to work as a bird-scarer and was later apprenticed as a bricklayer. Like
his father before him young William joined the local morris team.

On Boxing Day 1899 the men gave a display in front of Sandfield Cot-
tage, owned by Mrs Birch, mother-in-law of the musicologist Cecil Sharp
who was there for Christmas. Inspired by what he saw and heard, he
asked Kimber to return the next day to play the tunes on his concertina
so that he could note them down. This was the beginning of Sharp’s drive
to collect folk dances, leading to the creation of the English Folk Dance
and Song Society. Enthusiasm for the revival movement swept the coun-
try. Kimber accompanied Cecil Sharp on lecture tours to give demonstra-
tions. He performed in the Royal Albert Hall, the Mansion House, and at
the Chelsea Hospital in front of King Edward VII and Queen Alexandra.
The Music Times in 1911 described him as like ‘a Greek statue … his
grace and movements are absolutely classic’. Cecil Sharp said that wit-
hout Kimber’s ‘practical instruction and capital demonstrations in public,
the movement would never have been launched’.

illiam Kimber took care to revive the local team when it fell into abeyance
several times during the century and introduced generations of children
to morris dancing at the local school.
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William Kimber remained an active member all his life, continuing to play
the concertina in old age in his inimitable style. A local street, William
Kimber Crescent, was named after him in 1958 and in 1959 he unveiled a
memorial plaque at Sandfield Cottage (since demolished).

He built a house for himself at 42 (formerly 34) St•Anne’s Road, where he
lived with his wife Florence, and later with his second wife Bessie, and his
eight children. He named the house ‘Merryville’, alluding to his nickname
‘Merry’ Kimber.

He died in 1961 and his coffin was borne by six morris dancers in full re-
galia. His gravestone in Holy Trinity churchyard bears carvings of his con-
certina and bells.

The ceremony was held at 42 St Anne’s Road on 30•May 2011. Julie
Kimber-Nickelson, grand-daughter, gave the tribute and Christopher
Kimber-Nickelson, great-grandson, unveiled the plaque and performed a
solo jig, accompanied by Pete Scudder playing William Kimber’s
concertina. The event concluded with the dancing of ‘Bean Setting’ by the
Headington Quarry Morris Dancers.

For more information and pictures see the website:

http://www.oxfordshireblueplaques.org.uk/plaques/kimber.html

PS<>

Blowzabella; New Music For Dancing
Tune Book Review

Peter Dyson

We have been listening and dancing to Blowzabella's
driving English/French/Central European music,
featuring bagpipes, hurdy-gurdies, and an eclectic
collection of other acoustic instruments, for over 30
years now. Their first tune book, “Encyclopedia
Blowzabellica” was first published in 1987, consisting
mostly of traditional tunes. Now we have
“Blowzabella; New Music For Dancing”, consisting of tunes written by
band members between 1987 and 2004.

The book contains 130 tunes, organized by tune type, including jigs,
waltzes, hornpipes, mazurkas, schottisches, polkas, 2/4 and 3/8
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bourrees, and a few in the miscellaneous category. The music is very well
laid out, is easy to read, and some of the tunes have suggested guitar or
piano chords. Other sections include a seven-page description of the
dances associated with Blowzabella and these tunes, a 17-page band
history, written by the members themselves, a discography, and two
indexes; one of tunes listed by composer, and a second alphabetical list
of tune titles.

It was very difficult to choose just a couple of tunes to go with this
review, and in the end I chose two very different types of tune; a
mazurka and a bourree. “Rose of Raby”, written by fiddler Dave
Shepherd, is the mazurka, and goes at a steady, stately pace. There are
two, slightly different versions of the B-music in the book. The tune is
named after Cicely Neville (1415 – 1495) who was involved in the War of
the Roses for much of her life. The second tune, the 2/4 bourree, is
“Famous Wolf”, and was written by hurdy-gurdy player Nigel Eaton.

The book is A4 size, stapled in the middle, and sits easily on the music
stand. For purchase information, see:

www.blowzabella.com

Their first tune book, “Encyclopedia Blowzabellica”, has been revised and
reprinted, and is also available from the web site. <>

Douglas Lloyd (21-11-1923 – 18-10-2010)

Douglas was born on 21st November, 1923,
in Ampthill, Bedfordshire. After completing
his education he became a Design
Draughtsman in the aircraft industry. Later
he became an Industrial Sales
Representative (latterly Sales Manager).

While he was living in London he married
and had two sons. In 1959 the family
moved to Gosport in Hampshire. In 1975
he separated from his wife and moved,
first to London, and then to Maidstone, Kent.

Throughout his life he was a keen musician, playing the oboe, cor anglais
and piano. In retirement he found time to pursue his musical interests in
other directions as well, and took up the piano accordion, concertina and
double bass. In his eighties his health began to decline, and in 2009 he
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had to move into nursing care. He died on the 18th October, 2010, in
Solent Cliffs Nursing Home, Lee on Solent, Hampshire, leaving two sons
and four grandchildren.

He joined the ICA pre 1991 i.e. 20 years of membership or more. <>

John Nixon (1929-2011)

Wes Williams

If you were not aware that this obituary was for John Nixon, who would
you suggest was the English system concertina player in the following
achievements?

· Featured, along with the Kings Singers, on a single reaching number 3
in the UK charts in 1984;

· Appeared playing his concertina at the start of Polanski’s film ‘Tess’ in
1979;

· Performed solo on concertina on BBC National Radio at the age of 12.

You would be forgiven for assuming that the player must be someone of
a similar status to Alf Edwards or Alistair Anderson, but these
achievements were just a few that would appear on John’s long lifetime
list.

John was almost born playing the concertina. His father was a member of
the Bolton English Concertina band, and John was given his first
concertina at the age of four in 1931. He quickly progressed and by the
time he was six years old, he was playing a Wheatstone Aeola Baritone,
which he continued to use throughout his life. John became very involved
with the Bolton Band, and his first broadcast with the band on BBC radio
was in 1935, when John was almost eight years old.

John continued to expand his musical capabilities, learning trumpet,
saxophone, and clarinet. He was much in demand in many jazz and
dance bands for these instruments alone, but always tried to introduce
the concertina into the jazz world. For many years he played jazz on his
amplified baritone concertina at functions all over the English West
Country, in addition to his many professional engagements.

John’s abilities on the concertina led him into a widening sphere of
musical genres. He played with such well known names as Barbra
Streisand and Paul McCartney, as well as film, TV and radio work.
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John released two CDs in the last decade (‘The English Connection’ and
‘Just a Little Jazz’) which show the capabilities of the English concertina
to its full. Although his health had declined in recent years, he continued
to extend the limits of the English concertina by championing his new
MIDI equipped concertina, and was still making many appearances up
until his death.

The role of the concertina has begun to expand away from the Folk
Revival in recent years, and I believe that John Nixon will become one of
the major names in its future history. <>

Lavinia McDougall Obituary
Peter McDougall

Vena started her musical career at an early age, acquiring her baby
grand piano in 1932 at the age of 23 years. This she kept tuned at
Concert pitch throughout her life, the last tuning being just 11 days
before her demise. She studied the theory of music and practical piano at
the Royal Academy and then commenced playing the violin which became
her passion for many years. An upholsteress by trade, she worked for
Harvey Nichols and then the Dorchester Hotel for many years. In the
1950’s her husband (a semi professional baritone singer) became
interested in the Concertina and Vena joined him in learning this
instrument, Old English to start then the Duet. Her Wheatstone , with
which she competed, stood her in good stead as in the North London
Music Festival solo concertina competition she won the cup for 12 of the
24 years of the competition. Sadly her husband died in 1987 and, as
there were few concertina players near her home in north London and
she travelled by public transport, she played less frequently. Two local
orchestras satisfied her musical needs and she joined a classical
orchestra where she played second violin and the George Miles Light
Orchestra playing first with her violin. On occasions the light orchestra
gave her the opportunity for a solo concertina spot but, with the demise
of the Arthur Clements' cup competition, the violin became her main
instrument which she played up to her death in April this year.

Her violin is being sold to raise funds for one of the orchestras. Her
Concertina is left to her niece and her baby grand piano is for my wife
who, with Mother, spent many happy hours playing duet upon it.
Mother’s collection of Piano and Violin sheet music goes to the orchestras.
Her Concertina music (some of which was transposed for Concertina by
her and my father) is shortly to go to the I.C.A. music collection and
archives. At her cremation service attended by more than 50 persons,
many of them musicians, her favourite pieces of music were played,
turning the service into a celebration of her music life.
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(See Photographs below). The playing in the street (p28) is at the
dedication of the Wheatstone Memorial Plaque affixed to No: 19, Park
Crescent, Regents Park, London. Which was witnessed by the Mayor,
London Newspapers and I believe a whole 45 seconds!! recorded by the
BBC for a spot in the evening local news programme.<>
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Song accompaniment step by step (2)

Another example
Pauline de Snoo

In Concertina World  448 you can find part 1 on page 23.

Steps to be taken:
1. The melody of the song
2. Play the scale of the key in which the song is written and then

practice the chords
3. If the chords are given you can start with playing the lowest note of

the chord as you can see in "Eventide, Abide with me" further on.
4. Then add an extra note that is part of the full chord. You need not

always play all the notes of the chord.
The chord notes in the following examples are written as long held notes.
Once you can play those you can vary the rhythm yourself.
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48 Keys Lachenal for sale

As you can see from the pictures, it is in excellent condition and comes
•with a wooden case, not original.
It has steel reeds and sounds very loud and clear and its the high end
model of the Lachenal Concertinas.
1700 pounds. Taking into consideration that I will bring the concertina to
London.
I will be going to London and a few other cities in early September. In
this way, the buyer will save importing taxes and shipping charges.

pianobuzz@gmail.com <>

We always will help in cases as the following:

Subject: Stolen Hohner Pokerwork D/G melodeon
Stolen in Keighley Yorkshire from my parked camper van 7 days ago.
In battered black rucksack.
One brown strap, one black.
One bent bass button.
Top note on G row substituted with a plastic siren (broken on last
use)and therefore not sounding at all.
Treble reedblocks marked "D" and "G" afair Screw holes on front face for
mounting bracket for radio mic transmitter (Sennheiser, also nicked)
Bellows taped with black fabric tape Some nickel silver bellows pins
replaced with galvanised steel pins of similar design.
Only plays Flagcrackers of Craven dance tunes.
If you hear anything of this instrument please contact West Yorkshire
Police on 01924294662 quoting crime number 13110296105

Many thanks, George Speller
george@georgespeller.com <>
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BOOKING FORM (can also be printed from the Lewes
Saturday Folk Club website
http://www.lewessaturdayfolkclub.org/)
------------------------------------------------------------------------

I would like to attend the workshop on 29th October 2011. I
enclose a cheque for £15.00 (ICA MEMBERS £10) Refreshments
are not included.

Are you an ICA member? YES/NO

Name:

Address:

Telephone:

E-mail address:

No. of tickets for evening performance: (£6 each; please en-
close SAE for these):

Tick for map: Tick for accommodation list:

Please make cheques payable to Lewes Arms Folk Club (that's
right) and send with this booking form to:

Valmai Goodyear, 20, St. John's Terrace,
LEWES, East Sussex BN7 2DL
Tel. (01273) 476757 valmaigoodyear@aol.com
www.lewessaturdayfolkclub.org/ <>



If you want to participate in a growing and active group
of concertina players then become member of the

International Concertina Association

ICA

Membership is worldwide and covers a wide range of interests and information

- Regularly new information and tunes on website

- publication of the ICA magazine Concertina World with

a music supplement

- publication of Papers of the ICA (PICA)

- all kinds of musical styles are represented

- all types of concertina are represented; english,

anglo and duet concertina

- information on and about concertina events,

workshops, weekends and other meetings

- information on instrument dealers, builders and

repairers

- sources of music

- contact between players

- concertina library

- concertina archive

- sponsoring of events and players

www.concertina.org

Annual General Meeting 29 October 2011


